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Abstract. The necessity to consider for delayed influence of independent variables on predictand has been
studied. It has been demonstrated that the existence of unaccounted time lag makes it impossible to obtain
correct training samples and impairs quality of forecasting. Mathematical statement of finding of optimal time
lag for one and several independent variables is formulated for the case of application of methods of regression
analysis. Mathematical formulation of construction of forecasting neural network is obtained for the case of
non-zero delay for one and several independent variables. It has been determined that the problem of neural
network construction with consideration for non-zero delay is reduced to the problem of finding of vector of
optimal lags at which quality functional described by forecasting error becomes optimum for all sets. A method
of determination of optimum time lag is proposed based on finding for maximum of absolute forecasting error
at elimination of input corresponding to specified lag value.
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INTRODUCTION to  study  neuron   network   which  represents  mapping

At present the problem of construction of neuron data at the times t , (i=0,1…..N-1). A trained network is
network for analysis and forecasting of one-dimensional used for forecasting of Y(t ) value based on X(t ) values.
time series is sufficiently formalized, there are numerous However, with existence of time lag it is impossible to
examples of its successful solution [1-5]. In addition, there guarantee adequacy of model due to uncertainty of
exists formal description [6] of the problem of forecasting selection of training vectors. From here follows the
of multidimensional time series. However, the available problem of detection of optimum lag, at which the
models do not consider for possibility of delay of influence of the i  factor is maximum and the shape of
significant factors on studied variable. response surface corresponds to the shape of actual
Problem of Neural Network Construction for Non-zero dependence as much as possible. In order to form
Delay: In order to obtain one-step forecast the problem of mathematical  description  of   this   problem   the
forecasting can be reduced initially to the problem of following variants of initial positions have been
approximation of the following type. considered.

There are M time series X , X …X  of N There is a single series X with the observed values1 2, M

observations each. There is a studied variable Y - time (x(t ), x(t ),…x(t )). There is a depending series Y(y( ),
series with the same parameters, presumably depending y( ),… y( )). At this  = t + , where  = -c t. This
on observation  series.  It  is  required  to  construct  and problem is considered to be one-dimensional.

Y = ( X , X …X ) with preset accuracy on array of initial1 2, M
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With the assumption that c = 0, that is, t = , wei i

investigate into correlation dependence between the
series x and y. If the conditions of application of linear
regression analysis are satisfied, then the theoretical
regression line can be presented by the following
equation:

y* = a + bx, (1)

where y  is the theoretical value of dependent variable.*

Parameters a and b of the regression equation are
determined by the least square method. In order to
determine parameters of the regression equation we
propose to introduce supplemental variable , which is
the value of time shift:

y* = a + b. (t + ). (2)

This problem can be solved if the form of dependence
X(t) = (t) is known. Contrary to the regression equation
in the form (1), (2) cannot be solved for the coefficients a
and b by known methods.

When passing to neuron network simulation in order
to solve the approximation problem of dependent series
the pairs (x , y ) are used. In [7] an example is given ofi i

neural network with one input, one output, linear function
of activation, capable to solve the problem of detection of
regression equation coefficients. The coefficients a and b
of Eq. (1) are selected as adjustable parameters. However,
the use of linear function of activation restricts the area of
application of neural network method of approximation
with the cases of linear dependence of Y on X. From
Kolmogorov's theorem it follows [8] that for any set of
pairs {(X , Y ), k = 1...N} there exists uniform double-layerk k

neural network with sequential couples, with sigmoid
transfer functions and with final number of neurons,
which forms for each input vector X  correspondingk

output vector Y .k

Functioning of neuron network of the above
described structure, but with one output, obeys to the
following law:

(3)

where

(4)

 is the weight of the i  neuron of output layer,  isth

the weight of the i  neuron of hidden layer, x  is theth
j

element of input vector X, y* is the output of neural
network.

Provided that the network has one input,

(5)

where the index 0 corresponds to the signal and weights
of polarization [1].

In order to solve the problem of approximation the
neural network should be trained. For successful training
using any known method it is required to have exact
correspondence of input x  to expected output y  in eachi i

training sample. The supposed existence of time lag makes
it impossible to construct correctly training set and to
detect the value of time lag within solution of
approximation problem.

Due to   impossibility    of    simultaneous  solution
of  the   problem  of   detection   of   optimum  time  lag
and  the  approximation  problem it is proposed to
consider for time lag within solution of the problem of
discrete optimization on the basis of the following
considerations.

Let us consider a possibility of statement and
solution  of  this   problem   in   neural   network  basis.
The following formal description of optimization for one
series in neural network basis is proposed:

(6)

where

(7)

The given considerations can be generalized for M
time series X , X ,…X  as follows.1 2 M

Training of two-layer neuron network with existence
of time lag is a process of searching for solution of
minimization of objective function, referred to as error
function, in the following form:
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(10)

(8) calculated    at       elimination        of      input x =x(t- ).

where N is the number of training samples, M is the to contribution  of the i  input. Maximum sensitivity
number of inputs, w  is the weight of i  neuron of hidden indicates  at  the  input  with   optimum   value   of  timeij

(1) th

layer, w  is the weight  of  the i   neuron  of  output lag. Displacement   of   the  time  series  by  theki
(2) th

layer, K is the number of neurons in hidden layer, X = 1, determined  value    leads   to   establishment of0

w = 1, w = 1,  is the time lag for the j  input, x (t- ) unique    correspondence       between     training pairs0 0 j j j
(1) (2) th

is the value of independent variable shifted by the value (x(t),   y(t))    and    possibility     of   construction of
of time lag. correct sets for training, testing and control of neural

As a function of neuron activation the following network.
sigmoid is used: Let us assume that the considered "last" values of

S  = {x (t), x (t - 1),… x (t - ),… x (t - h )} of two-layer
(9) neural network of multilayer perceptron type  of  the

Let us define limitations for . hidden layer,  is the time lag, h  is the depth of samplingj

The time lag  should be non-negative which is neural network, determined as follows:j

defined by physical sense of the problem. Indeed,
variation of independent variable at the time t+1
cannot effect on the value of dependent variable at (11)
the time t, thus,  0.j

Displacement of observation point to earlier times where  M   is   the   number   of    considered    factors.
should not results in overrunning of lower limit of This equation makes it possible to determine the
initial time series, since the event described by this composition of inputs at arbitrary penetration depth for
time series can be absent at that time and each factor. At h = 0 the values of independent variables
extrapolated values will not have physical sense. at previous times are not included into the composition of
Therefore, x (t - ) X . input vector.j j j

Then the  sensitivity  of  neural  network to
Optimizationof Lag Factor for One Independent Variable elimination   of     input,     corresponding     to   the value
(Input): In the case of one independent variable X the of  independent variable X (t    - ),   can be
problem of finding of lag factor can be solved as follows. described by the module of absolute forecasting error as
The values of variable with various time lags form time follows:
series which reflects the history of this variable. In order
to generate training sample the successive values of
independent variable are selected x(t), x(t- ), …x(t- ),1 M

where =i•t, i=1,2,…M, M is the depth of historic (12)i

sampling, as well as expected output of neural network
y(t). The following training samples are generated for the where E  is the  forecasting   error  at  elimination of
time points t+1,t+2… input, corresponding to the value of the i  factor at the

Training, test and reference sets are outlined and the
neural network is trained by back propagation of error on
the obtained training set with control of generalization
error on test set and final checking of forecasting error on
reference set.

Then absolute forecasting error is determined in the
following form:

i i

This  value  determines   sensitivity   of   neural  network
th

opt

independent variable X  are described by subset of inputsi

i i i i s i i

structure M  – –1. Here K is the number of neurons in*

s i

with regard to the i  factor, M  is the number of inputs ofth *

i s

is
th

time t - , ,  are the weights of neurons ofs

trained network, which were not changed within solution
of the considered problem; x  is the value of the j  input ofj

th

neural network, y  is the observed value of the forecastedp

parameter.
In Eq. (12)  is the element of elimination matrixi

sj

defined as follows:
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Now let us determine the depth of historic sampling

(13) of independent variables corresponding to time points t

The elimination matrix  is introduced in order to depth of historic sampling increases probability of findingi
sj

provide possibility of zeroing of link weights of input of optimum time lag.
corresponding to lag . On the one hand, with increase in the number ofs

For the set of inputs x , which is a subset of input considered previous values of independent variable totalj
is

vector (x ,…x ) and describes the history of variations of number of weights of neural network also increases. It is0 j

the i  factor, the following is valid: demonstrated [9] that in the case of equality of number ofth

(14) capability to generalization. It becomes impossible to

where  is the time lag, s = 0,…h . In the case of consideration for influence of severals i

We shall consider as optimum value of time lag , at independent variables on forecasted value simultaneouss

which elimination of corresponding input leads to analysis of sensitivity of all inputs leads to sharp increase
obtaining of maximum forecasting error: in complexity of neural network, lack of training data and

specified samplings. Network complexity measure is
(15) approximately estimated by total number of neuron

Maximum depth of historic sampling with regard to minimum penetration depth, which corresponds to
each factor should not exceed half-length of initial time equality of the number of inputs to the number of
series. The time lag  should be non-negative, hence independent variables. This network is trained up tos

0  N/2. (16) Then the sensitivity is analyzed and the variables ares

Final form of the problem of optimization of independent variable in the sequence, determined by rank,
multidimensional lag with consideration for Eqs. (9), (13), the optimum lag is searched with increase in the
(14) and (16) is as follows: penetration depth according to the aforementioned

values are used.

(17) networks   with   various   composition  of   inputs  are

Non-linear character of Eq. (9)  in  Eq.  (17), data set and obtaining of adjusted forecast.
uncertainty  of  selection  of   sampling   depth  with
regard to each factor, increasing dimensionality at Information Basis of Simulation and Forecasting and
increase  in  the number of considered factors and Neural Network Algorithms of Data Processing: In order
sampling  depth  make  it impossible to apply to solve the stated problem of neural network simulation
conventional   methods    of    optimization   and require and forecasting of time series with consideration for
for   development    of    special    neural  network significant factors it is necessary to have the values of
algorithm  with  consideration for the described controlled variable and influencing factors measured at
limitations. specified times.

on the basis of the following considerations. At M = 1 the
neuron network obtains inputs in the form of the values

and t-1. Herewith, it impossible to determine reliably
existence even of single lag. Respectively, increase in the

weights to scope of training sample the network loses

obtain forecast based on data not used in training.

excessive adaptation of network weights to values of

network weights [9].
Synthesis of neuron network is carried out at

obtaining of minimum errors of training and generalization.

classified in decreasing order of sensitivity. For each

procedure. In order to characterize other inputs the x (t)i

The obtained results of sensitivity analysis of

used for construction of the vector of optimum lags
={ , , … }, where M is the number of independent1 2 M

variables. This vector is used for displacement of initial
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Initial set of independent variables is reduced within Stage 2: Construction and training of a set of neural
acquisition of results of direct observations  and  expert networks with various composition of inputs: penetration
estimations. Exactly the features of the considered time depth of the studied series is assumed to be maximum, the
series, which describe systems with comparatively short other series are presented by one input per series.
history of observations, determine the requirements to
completeness and reliability of initial data. In the case of Stage 3: Determination of time lag for each series using
decision to retain time series with omitted values it is analysis of sensitivity.
necessary to select mechanism of series supplement.

At the second stage of preliminary transformations After determination of optimum time lags a new set of
the following procedures are carried out: encoding of data was constructed, used for training of network aiming
inputs and outputs, data normalization, elimination of at obtaining of adjusted forecast of dependent variable.
obvious regularities from data [9], construction of The obtained values of optimum time lags were used
training, reference, test samplings, including for displacement of time series of independent variables
determination of penetration depth into history of each and construction of adjusted set of initial data as follows:
factor, designing of elements of information, software and
telecommunication infrastructure [10-14]. Individual Determination of maximum lag;
issues of detailed research of information and Displacement of each series by the value of optimum
telecommunication components are discussed elsewhere lag of given independent variable;
[15-17]. Selection of approach to continue the process:

In order to solve the forecasting problem with reduction of series of initial data by the value of
consideration for optimum time lags with regard to each maximum lag or supplement of missed values.
significant factor it is necessary to solve such sub-
problems: Displacement of series of initial data is performed

Preliminary selection of composition of inputs and
penetration depth for each of them; CONCLUSIONS
Training of neural network with minimum allowable
penetration depth for each factor; Necessity to consider for delay of influence of
Determination of optimum time lag for each time independent variables on forecasted value has been
factor; studied. It has been demonstrated that the existence
Displacement of observation series and obtaining of of unconsidered time lag makes impossible to obtain
adjusted training, reference and test sets; correct training samples and impairs forecasting
Correction of composition of inputs of neuron quality.
network and training using displaced set; Mathematical statement of finding of optimum time
Acquisition of forecast on the values of independent lag for one and several independent variables has
variables not participating in training and testing. been formulated in the case of application of

In order to determine optimum time lag for each time Mathematical formulation of construction of
factor the procedure is proposed to estimate sensitivity of forecasting neuron network has been obtained for
neural network to the values of independent variable in the case of non-zero delay for one and several
various time points with increment of penetration depth independent variables. It has been determined that
for analyzed factor. Maximum penetration depth is defined the problem of construction of neural network with
as N /2, where N  is the length of time series of the i consideration for non-zero delay is reduced to thei i

th

independent variable. problem of finding of vector of optimum lags, at

Sensitivity was analyzed as follows. error E is transformed into optimum for all sets

Stage 1: Determination of maximum penetration depth by
plots of autocorrelation functions of independent
variables and establishment of ultimate width of time
interval.

using the delay line.

regression analysis.

which quality functional described by forecasting

,

,… , where M is

the number of inputs of neural network, N is the
number of training samples.
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A method of determination of optimum time lag is  10. Kravets O. Ja. and A.A. Solyanik, 2013. Information
proposed, based    on    searching    of   maximum  of systems competitive development: algorithms and
absolute forecasting error with elimination of input software for intranet interfaces. - Yelm, WA, USA:
corresponding to specified lag value. Science Book Publishing House, pp: 126.
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